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a b s t r a c t
This paper formulates and empirically tests a number of hypotheses regarding the impact of covertness
upon network structure. Speciﬁcally, hypotheses are deduced from theoretical arguments regarding a
‘secrecy-efﬁciency trade off’ which is said to shape covert networks. The paper draws upon data concerning the UK suffragettes. It is taken from a publicly archived UK Home Ofﬁce document listing 1992
court appearances (for suffrage related activities), involving 1214 individuals and 394 court sessions,
between 1906 and 1914. Network structure at earlier phases of suffragette activism, when the movement was less covert, is compared with that during the ﬁnal phase, when it was more covert and meets
the deﬁnitional criteria of what we call a ‘covert social movement network’ (CSMN). Support for the various hypotheses tested is variable but the key claims derived from the idea of the secrecy-efﬁciency trade
off are supported. Speciﬁcally, the suffragettes’ network becomes less dense and less degree centralised
as it becomes more covert.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The threat posed by terrorism and, more particularly, the
increased estimation of that threat in the wake of ‘al-Qaeda’1
attacks across the world has generated a ﬂurry of interest, both
academic and political, in so-called ‘covert’, ‘clandestine’, ‘underground’ or ‘dark’ networks (e.g. Klerks, 2001; Krebs, 2001, 2002;
Carley et al., 2003; Raab and Milward, 2003; Sageman, 2004, 2008;
Tsvetovat and Carley, 2005; Koschade, 2006; Enders and Su, 2007;
Morselli et al., 2007; Stohl, 2008; Lindelauf et al., 2009; Morselli,
2009; Rodriguez, 2009). Much of the work to date has been based on
simulations, (game) theoretical models and speculation. Relatively
little has been empirical (Rodriguez, 2009; Asal and Rethemeyer,
2006). Moreover, as we discuss further below, what data exist, with
a few exceptions (e.g. Baker and Faulkner, 1993; Morselli, 2009), are
very limited.
In this paper we increase the evidence base on one type of covert
network: the ‘covert social movement network’ (CSMN). We regard
a network as a social movement network if its members collectively
identify with a project of social/political change and if at least some
of them engage in activities intended to bring it about (see also
Crossley, 2007; Diani and McAdam, 2003). Usually this will involve
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We use this name broadly to refer to contemporary radical Islamic groups and
networks engaged in political violence.

a form of protest activity and it extends to networks whose members engage in political violence and who are sometimes therefore
deemed terrorists. Terrorist networks are a subset of CSMNs.
What makes a network covert is more difﬁcult to specify. One of
our criticisms of the literature on covert networks is the failure of
contributors to unpack this concept or discuss its facets and associated practices (although see Goffman, 1959, 1969; Simmel, 1906).
Different aspects of a network and its activities may be subject to
secrecy and there may be variation as to who keeps them secret,
from whom and at what points in a cycle of activity. Most human
relationships involve some level of secrecy (ibid.) but no networks
that we know of are completely secret – by deﬁnition. Moreover,
some ‘covert’ networks, including CSMNs, strive as much for publicity as for secrecy – Osama Bin Laden’s regular video statements
being an obvious example. They seek to make claims in the public
sphere regarding their existence, beliefs, demands and involvement
in activities. Indeed, in the case of al-Qaeda the identity and public proﬁle of their leader is or rather was central to their modus
operendi. What was secret was his location.
Furthermore, there are signiﬁcant variations in how covertness
is achieved. To give one example, a meeting may be kept secret
by holding it in a remote location, out of sight and earshot, but
activists might equally well use very visible everyday activities and
relations, such as friends meeting at a barbeque, as camouﬂage.
Likewise, groups may achieve secrecy through physical separation
and hiding, as when on the run, or by running double lives and practicing an extreme form of the ‘impression management’ that both
Goffman (1959, 1969) and Simmel (1906) deem integral to all social
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interaction and relations. Such variations are important because if
covertness affects network structure, as some believe (see below),
it may do so differently according to the forms it assumes.
These issues need further discussion. For present purposes,
however, our interest is in networks whose members: (1) commit illegal acts whose details must be kept secret from the authorities
prior to their commission; and who (2) seek to remain anonymous to
all but a select few after their commission. The participants involved
in given actions are the focus of secrecy in this case. The secret is
kept by those participants and perhaps a small number of others
from everybody else. And for as long as the secret holds those in the
know lead a double life, mixing with the same number and range of
alters that they otherwise would. If the secret is broken, however,
and they become wanted by the police, then they may go on the
run, in which case it will be their whereabouts that become secret
rather than their involvement in the aforementioned acts.
The CSMN focused upon in this paper is that of the UK suffragettes (1904–1914). Though they meet the ﬁrst of our above
criteria throughout their history, the suffragettes only meet our second criteria in the ﬁnal phase of their campaign (1913–1914). This
shift in their modus operendi affords us an opportunity to explore
the effects of covertness and to test key hypotheses from the literature. Before we can do this, however, we must brieﬂy review that
literature.
1. The secrecy-efﬁciency trade off
CSMNs potentially raise a wide range of questions for network
analysis and a number of distinct hypotheses have been made in the
literature. In this paper we focus upon hypotheses regarding the socalled ‘secrecy-efﬁciency trade off’. Assuming that secrecy can only
be achieved in a network at the expense of efﬁciency, advocates of
the trade-off idea argue that the desire for secrecy within networks
involved in illegal activities often overrides the desire for efﬁciency
and that this impacts upon network structure. Speciﬁcally, covert
networks are said to be characterised by low density and (degree)
decentralisation (Baker and Faulkner, 1993; Enders and Su, 2007;
Klerks, 2001; Krebs, 2002; Lindelauf et al., 2009; Morselli et al.,
2007; Raab and Milward, 2003; Rodriguez, 2009).
Who makes this trade off and how it brings about the speciﬁed
effects is nowhere spelled out but the implication appears to be
that activists seek to minimise their connections to one another,
resulting in low density, because they become more vulnerable to
discovery and arrest with each tie that they maintain. Any one of
their contacts may be compromised and may, in turn, compromise
them. Following this logic we would also expect average degree
within covert networks to be relatively low. For the same reason,
moreover, leaders and other key actors seek to avoid becoming
centralised hubs, thereby keeping degree centralisation low.
These claims are plausible but they are problematic as predictions about network structure. We have identiﬁed a number of
problem areas which need to be addressed. These can be subsumed
under ﬁve headings.

This makes testing very difﬁcult. Unless we have comparisons
or benchmarks we have no robust basis upon which to deem
networks sparse or decentralised. And where networks are large3
or geographically dispersed, as many CSMNs are, they will often
have a low density (compared to smaller and geographically
concentrated networks) for these reasons alone.
In addition, although one can infer that claims regarding centralisation refer to degree centralisation this is seldom speciﬁed and,
with the exception of Morselli (2009), there is no discussion of other
forms of centrality and centralisation. This is problematic because
degree centralisation is not the only form of network centralisation and other forms may be equally or more pertinent in relation
to covert networks. Morselli’s (2009) work on criminal networks,
for example, shows that whilst leaders in a covert network seek
to avoid a high degree their desire for control within and of the
network leads them to carve out a betweeness central position.
Furthermore, there is some slippage in the literature between
network-analytic deﬁnitions of centralisation, focused upon graph
properties, and deﬁnitions focused upon the existence of leadership
roles and legitimate authority. Some authors equate covert networks with anarchist networks whose members refuse to accept
any authority structure, describing the networks in question as
‘decentralised’ upon this basis. This is problematic, on the one
hand, because not all covert networks are anarchist in orientation.
Paramilitary organisations such as the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA), for example, often combine covertness with a
concern for military discipline and authority structures (Stevenson
and Crossley, forthcoming). More problematic from our viewpoint,
however, is the conﬂation of political and network (degree) centralisation in these discussions. Political and degree decentralisation
are not equivalent. Leaders might exist and exercise their authority in a network, without occupying a central position with regard
to degree. Conversely, central (by any measure) positions in highly
centralised networks are not always leadership positions. That
depends upon the type of tie involved (e.g. does it entail authority?), exogenous factors such as the occupant’s control over scarce
resources (Erikson, 1981) and the occupant’s willingness and ability
to play the leader role (i.e. their agency).
Notwithstanding this, however, some accounts fruitfully
combine considerations of political and network (degree) decentralisation, without conﬂating the two, in a manner which proves
very relevant to our later analysis. Sageman’s (2008) discussion of
‘leaderless resistance’ is particularly relevant (see also Garﬁnkel,
2003, and for an advocates view Beam, 1992). Leaderless resistance involves multiple individuals or small cells, inspired by a
common cause but otherwise either unconnected or (in contemporary cases) connected only by anonymous virtual communications,
acting independently in pursuit of that cause. Each cell thus forms
a distinct component in the movement network, a structure which
maximises secrecy/security because the independence of cells
removes the possibility that one might compromise another. It
minimises efﬁciency, however, because structural holes between
cells prevent coordination. Individual cells are often ignorant of
one another’s existence and, as such, cannot act in concert.

1.1. Deﬁnitions and measures
1.2. Evidence base
No deﬁnitions of or benchmarks for high/low density/centralisation are given and the magnitude of these measures
is notoriously difﬁcult to gauge2 because each is dependent on
the order of a network and the type of relationship involved.

2
This is especially true of density. The magnitude of centralisation of a network
could be assessed by comparing empirical networks against random simulations or
a maximally centralised network with the same order and density. Such methods
are not without problems, however.

Most of the work on the trade off involves theoretical models
which are neither constructed nor tested by reference to empirical data. Very little empirical work has been done. Moreover, that
which has been done on CSMNs tends to be exclusively focused
upon a single case study, contemporary Islamic militancy, and is,

3

Example: with an order in the thousands.
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in most cases, focused upon a set of actors involved in a single
operation, what Barnes (1971) calls an action set, rather than the
wider network to which that action set belongs (Krebs, 2001, 2002;
Koschade, 2006; Rodriguez, 2009, an exception is Sageman, 2004).
Indeed, almost all of those who claim empirical support for the
trade off idea draw exclusively upon a single study of a single action
set: Krebs’ (2001, 2002) study of the network of those activists
publicly identiﬁed as being involved in 9/11. This is problematic
because we do not know how typical that action set is and because
an action set is only a small (and often expendable) subset of a wider
network whose structure may bear little resemblance to that of the
action set.
Better data and analyses are available in relation to criminal
networks (Baker and Faulkner, 1993; Morselli, 2009). However,
this work does not straightforwardly support the trade off idea.
Although, as noted, orders of magnitude are difﬁcult to determine,
covert criminal networks are not obviously sparse or decentralised,
forcing those who research them and who advocate the trade off
idea to claim an exception for them. Baker and Faulkner (1993), for
example, argue that although decentralised structures are best for
both maintaining secrecy and accomplishing complex tasks, when
taken separately, higher centralisation is necessary if both secrecy
and the accomplishment of complex tasks are required simultaneously: ‘Operating a high-information conspiracy in a decentralised
manner is infeasible because face-to-face interaction and involvement of top executives are necessary to make complex decisions
in secret’ (Baker and Faulkner, 1993, p. 854). In a different vein,
Morselli et al. (2007, Morselli, 2009), who compare their ﬁndings on
a drug trafﬁcking network with Krebs’ data, argue that the material
incentives which drive criminal activity demand quicker returns
than the ideological incentives which drive social movement activity and thus both greater efﬁciency and the centralisation necessary
to achieve it. Criminal networks operate according to a different
temporal structure for Morselli et al. which disinclines their members from trading efﬁciency for secrecy.
These qualiﬁcations are entirely plausible but we doubt that
they apply exclusively to criminal networks. Many CSMNs are
engaged in highly complex operations and require the same level
of efﬁciency as organised criminal networks. Similarly, most are
constrained by material and temporal demands which generate
a further desire for efﬁciency. Like all social movements they
need to mobilise signiﬁcant resources to remain active (Crossley,
2002; Jenkins, 1983). And because covert – and therefore often
cut off from legitimate sources of income – they may resort
to criminal activity to do this, blurring the distinction between
criminal and social movement networks. It is widely noted, for
example, that PIRA were involved in both bank robbery and smuggling in order to maintain their resource ﬂows (Adams, 1986;
Harnden, 1999). Furthermore, it is often imperative for both social
movement organisations (SMOs) and individual activists to be
able to respond quickly to the actions of opponents and competitors, again generating temporal pressures and a demand for
efﬁciency.
We do not mean to deny that there are differences between
CSMNs and other types of covert network, such as criminal networks, nor indeed differences between individual CSMNs. The
grievance-based drivers of social movement activity do affect practices, as martyrdom operations indicate, and CSMNs are usually
not concerned with material resources for their own sake, which
may also make a difference to their activities. However, efﬁciency, speed and material resources are still very important to
them. If the perceived need for efﬁciency in operations sometimes leads criminals to refuse to trade it for secrecy then we
might expect the same in CSMNs. The exceptions which Baker
and Faulkner (1993) and Morselli et al. (2007) claim for criminal
networks, in relation to the prediction of the secrecy-efﬁciency
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trade off, may not be exclusive to such networks and may apply to
CSMNs.
1.3. Variation and multiplexity
These observations do not completely undermine the trade off
idea but they suggest that the relative importance of efﬁciency and
secrecy may vary in accordance with the activities of network members, perhaps therefore with network neighbourhoods and perhaps
also across time. Enders and Su (2007), for example, suggest that
networks may decentralise and reduce density (i.e. reduce active
ties) at certain points in time in response to a perceived increase in
their risk of compromise.
Furthermore, structure may vary in accordance with tie types
and with the goods ﬂowing through a network. Many CSMNs are
multiplex and, as such, manifest a multi-dimensional structure,
irreducible to a single set of measures. Within the suffragettes,
whom we discuss below, for example, ﬁnancial ﬂows were highly
centralised; most of the money passed ﬁrstly to the HQ of the
dominant SMO, the Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU),
only then ﬂowing out again to activists (Rosen, 1974). Face-to-face
ties between grassroots activists, by contrast, appear to have been
much less centralised (Stanley and Morley, 1988; Purvis, 1995).
Likewise, whilst information about forthcoming actions was usually circulated on a need-to-know basis, generating a small and
dense sub-network, other information passed freely between large
numbers of interested parties.
1.4. Competing and conﬂicting arguments
More problematically, equally plausible arguments have been
made predicting that CSMNs will be highly centralised and dense.
The centralisation argument hinges on the claim that security in
a network is compromised when decisions or resources traverse
long paths. Each transaction in a chain represents a risk of compromise, it is argued, and paths will therefore be kept short (see
Fig. 1). One way to achieve this would be for networks to have a
high density but that is risky (for the reasons outlined above). The
alternative is for all activity to be co-ordinated by a centralised hub
which maintains direct contact with all operatives (Lindelauf et al.,
2009). The argument for high density, by contrast, is that it is more
conducive to the generation and maintenance of solidarity, oppositional outlooks/identities and incentives for self-sacriﬁce, such as
are typical in CSMNs (Coleman, 1988, 1990) or alternatively, following Erikson (1981), that members of CSMNs will recruit primarily
from amongst those with whom they already enjoy a relation of
trust (pre-existing ties); that is, friendship ties which, following
Granovetter (1973, 1983), we would expect to form relatively dense
and transitive localised clusters.
We believe that these differences of opinion reﬂect different
assumptions about the likelihood of a network being compromised.
Those who predict low density and decentralisation in CSMNs make
their case by identifying the advantages of these properties in situations where one or more actors in a network are compromised. The
potential damage caused by any such compromise is minimised,
they suggest, when actors have relatively few ties and leaders in
particular protect themselves if they avoid becoming a hub. Advocates of high density or centralisation, by contrast, make their case
by suggesting that these properties reduce the likelihood of compromise in the ﬁrst place. In addition, they view efﬁciency and
secrecy as compatible goals which do not need to be ‘traded’. To
preserve its secrecy, they believe, a network must be efﬁcient (see
also Simmel, 1906).
Note that both the high and low density arguments are accommodated, to some extent, by localised clustering in a globally
sparse network. Dense clusters constrain actors, affording security,
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Fig. 1. Three idealised network structures and their security pros and cons.

maintaining trust and facilitating the maintenance of ‘deviant’
frames and incentive structures, but if ties between clusters
are sparse then the possible damage caused by inﬁltration and
arrest is contained and thus minimal. This balance is sometimes
implied in discussions of ‘cell structure’ (Sparrow, 1991). Although
cell structure can be envisaged differently (including centralised,
decentralised and ‘leaderless’ forms4 ), all variants involve localised

4
Some versions of a cell structure overlap with the leaderless resistance idea
discussed above or with the more connected but no less degree centralised webs
of overlapping anarchist afﬁnity groups. Such structures are decentralised in both
political and network (degree) terms. Others are more hierarchical, however, with
individual cells serving as ‘pawns’, directed from without and largely ignorant of the

density (within cells) combined with global sparseness (between
cells).
1.5. Design limitations
Finally, arguments about the trade off tend to assume that
covert networks reﬂect a ‘design’, affording almost no attention
to the multiple obstacles and contingencies that shape even those
networks which are in some way ‘designed’ and not, as many networks are, an unintended outcome of actions motivated by quite

wider network. These are politically centralised and probably also more centralised
in terms of either degree or betweeness.
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different purposes (Coleman, 1990). Degree decentralisation is difﬁcult to engineer, for example, because nobody can coordinate it
without becoming central. Centralisation, by contrast, is difﬁcult to
achieve unless those at the centre monopolise important resources
which afford them leverage over the actions of others (Erikson,
1981). And attempts to achieve centralisation can precipitate splits,
leading to fragmentation and decentralisation. Moreover, though it
may be possible to keep density of regular contacts low if everyone is following the same ‘script’ (a big ‘if’ when actors are not
in contact and cannot discuss or agree a script), activists cannot
control who they meet or already know, cannot ‘unlearn’ contacts
they have made and may be disproportionately likely to meet and
form ties in virtue of their convergence upon common, movementrelated ‘foci’ (Feld, 1981, 1982). Activists’ common interests will
often draw them towards the same protest events, training camps
and radical meetings, for example, where they will meet and form
bonds. It may also land them in prison together, again facilitating
tie formation. And there is an extensive literature suggesting both
that many social movements grow out of pre-existing networks of
dense ties and that such networks are key recruitment channels
(see Crossley, 2007 for a review), such that they inevitably inherit
structures which are not of their own making or design (Erikson,
1981).
Historical accounts of PIRA, which adopted a cell structure in
the 1970s in a bid to improve internal security, point to many
such problems (Maloney, 2002; Harnden, 1998). Apart from the fact
that some brigades, including the most effective and impenetrable
South Armagh Brigade, refused to move to the new cell structure,
and excepting those cells operating on the British mainland, whose
members were isolated from other cells by geographical distance,
cell structures were difﬁcult to maintain because they were embedded in wider and dense community and family networks which
cross-cut them and whose members were sufﬁciently ‘in the loop’
to make PIRA membership an open secret.
2. Moving forward
Notwithstanding these problems, the trade off theory is interesting, plausible and commands considerable support in the
literature. To move the debate forward we need more data, covering a wider range of cases and tie types, which allow us to test it
in a meaningful way and, where necessary, to reﬁne it.
In what follows we make a start on this by presenting and
analysing a dataset concerning the UK suffragettes. This is just one
dataset, concerning one CSMN. And like all data on covert networks
it has signiﬁcant ﬂaws. However, it is an important dataset both in
the respect that it concerns a CSMN which has not previously been
considered in debates on covert networks and in the respect that it
affords us an opportunity for testing certain key hypotheses which
we can deduce from the literature discussed above.
Furthermore, although there has been very little networkanalytic research on the UK suffragettes5 there is a large body
of historical/sociological scholarship6 and there are a number of
widely accepted reference works (e.g. Crawford, 1999). We have
drawn upon both in an effort to contextualise and organise our
data and also to reﬂect critically upon their validity. In particular, whilst there are important disputes within this literature,
there is a basic agreement about the development and escalation

5
The same is true of other countries too. However, on the USA see Rosenthal et al.
(1985). The only network analytic research on the UK suffragettes that we are aware
of is (Edwards and Crossley, 2009; Edwards, forthcoming).
6
There are too many works to cite here. In what follows in the paper we cite those
works which have been of speciﬁc use and value for our purposes, where it is most
pertinent to do so.
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of militancy, and there are many good biographies and case studies
concerning militant and covert activities (e.g. Mitchell, 1977;
Purvis, 2002; Raeburn, 1973; Stanley and Morley, 1988). We have
drawn extensively upon this literature at all stages of our work, in
an effort to increase validity, and have used it to cross-check our
ﬁndings. With this said we can introduce the case study.
3. The UK suffragettes: a CSMN?
Active between 1903 and 1914, the suffragettes distinguished
themselves from other women’s suffrage campaigners by their
willingness to break the law in pursuit of their cause.7 The purpose of their law breaking shifted in the course of their campaign,
however, as did their level and practices of covertness. In the
early phases of their campaign they broke the law in order to be
arrested, tried and imprisoned, rejecting alternatives when they
were offered. Arrests and trials were valuable outcomes because
they generated a great deal of publicity on a regular basis. And
the imprisonment of often well-to-do women had an enormous
symbolic impact in Edwardian Britain, generating a great deal of
sympathy and material support for the suffragettes’ cause (Holton,
1988; Phillips, 2003). This impact increased considerably, furthermore, when, from 1909 onwards, many imprisoned suffragettes
went on hunger (and occasionally thirst) strike, protesting for their
right to be treated as political prisoners; and when, between 1909
and 1913, many hunger striking suffragettes were force fed. The
details of force feeding, which involved women being strapped to a
seat or bed and having tubes forced down their throat or sometimes
up their anus, were deeply shocking to many observers.
Whilst the planning of law breaking activity was usually secretive and operated on a need-to-know basis during the early phases
of the campaign, therefore, there was no attempt to hide the
identity of perpetrators after an illegal action. A small number of
activists used pseudonyms to avoid damaging the reputations of
their husbands/families (the vast majority of activists were women)
and some timed their actions to allow their imprisonment to fall
within work holidays, so as to keep their involvement from employers, but illegal activity was intended to achieve arrest and most
were arrested under their own name. Whilst the suffragettes meet
our ﬁrst criteria for a CSMN in the early phases of their campaign,
therefore, they do not meet our second criteria; that is, whilst they
(1) committed illegal acts whose details were kept secret from the
authorities prior to their commission; they did not (2) seek to remain
anonymous to all but a select few after the commission of these acts.
As efforts to control the suffragettes increased, however, with
measures including the formation (in 1909) of a dedicated section of Special Branch, the police’s undercover anti-extremism unit,
the suffragettes became increasingly covert (Raeburn, 1973; Rosen,
1974). And it is widely acknowledged by suffragette historians that
there was a clear step change in tactics during 1913 and 1914, the
ﬁnal two years of their campaign (ibid.). As we discuss below, forms
of law breaking became more serious, to include a sustained campaign of arson and bombing, and suffragettes no longer presented
themselves for arrest (ibid.). They sought to both avoid arrest
and remain anonymous. Furthermore, when the government, keen
to avoid the deaths of hunger striking suffragettes in custody,
introduced a system of releasing them under house arrest (with
surveillance), many of those involved either used the opportunity
to escape and go on the run or employed anti-surveillance tactics to evade police ‘watchmen’ and remain active. Stories abound,
for example, of suffragettes sneaking out of the houses in which
they were supposed to be imprisoned in order to take part in

7
The enfranchisement of women but as a ﬁrst step towards greater gender equality and improvement of women’s lives more generally.
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Fig. 2. Numbers of court appearances for suffragettes with >2 appearances.

further illegal actions or rallies (where, along with fugitives, they
were sometimes presented to delighted crowds before disappearing again) (Raeburn, 1973). In the period 1913–1914 therefore, the
suffragettes meet both of our criteria for a CSMN: they both (1) committed illegal acts whose details were kept secret from the authorities
prior to their commission; and (2) sought to remain anonymous to all
but a select few after the commission of these acts.
Following trade off theory, as outlined above, we would expect
this increased concern with secrecy and anti-surveillance measures
to result in a reduction of contact between activists (including
organisers) and thus a reduction in the density, average degree
and degree centralisation of the network of those involved. In what
follows we describe data which allow us to test this.

4. Data
Shortly after the First World War the UK Home Ofﬁce compiled
a handwritten ﬁle, now publicly archived, which purports to list all
individuals (alphabetically) who appeared in court for suffragetterelated activities between 1906 and 1914 (inclusive), followed by
the date and place of their various court appearances (Home Ofﬁce,
1922). Though this ﬁle is incomplete it is extensive and by far the
best quantitative record of illegal activity by the UK suffragettes. It
identiﬁes 1214 individuals, mostly women, who appeared in court a
total of 1992 times, across 394 separate court sessions. The majority
of individuals made only one (69%) or two (17%) appearances but
many appeared on four or more occasions. The maximum number of appearances was 13 (see Fig. 2) and the mean number of
suffragettes per trial was 5.
Using this ﬁle we constructed incidence matrices of defendants
and court sessions, from which we derived single mode adjacency
matrices linking prisoners who appeared in court together and who
we know, therefore,8 participated in the same action (all matrix
manipulation and subsequent network analysis was performed
using Ucinet (Borgatti et al., 2002)). The ties we are measuring,
therefore, involve co-participation in protest action (‘action ties’).
Our key concern was to compare the 1913–1914 phase of the
campaign, when the suffragettes became fully covert by our definition, with what went before it but the earlier ‘phase’ extended
back eight years (six of which were covered by our data) and it
was clear from the wider literature that there were several distinct
phases within it, marked both by surges in activity and tactical shifts
(Raeburn, 1973; Rosen, 1974; Van Wingerdon, 1999). We could
not simply compare the 1913–1914 period with what went before,

8
Suffragettes were only tried together in instances where they had been arrested
together; that is to say, in the course of engaging in the same actions.
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Fig. 3. Frequency of court appearances for suffragette-related offences in the UK,
1906–1914.

therefore, because what went before was not a single, homogenous
wave of activism.
To deal with this we plotted arrest numbers at different intervals, attempting to ﬁnd an interval whose plot corresponded with
historical accounts of the various phases of the campaign. Six
monthly intervals proved the best ﬁt and suggested that suffragette
activism could be divided into ﬁve distinct phases, each characterised by a peak in arrest numbers and separated by troughs (see
Fig. 3). We divided the data accordingly, generating ﬁve (temporally) distinct networks for comparison.
The dips in early 1910 and early 1911, charted in Fig. 3, reﬂect
truces called by the WSPU in response to government bills which, if
passed, would have introduced voting rights for a small number of
women (the other main militant SMO, the Women’s Freedom League
(WFL), did not call a truce but its members may have informally
supported it). The spikes immediately following these dips represent the backlash of the suffragettes when, despite considerable
support for the bills, the government prevented their passage.
The dip in the ﬁrst part of 1912 and subsequent spike in the second part of that year may reﬂect suffragette responses to a third
bill and its (similar) fate, although there was no ofﬁcial truce on
this occasion and many suffragettes were distrustful of the government by this point. It may also reﬂect the aftermath of the spike of
late 1911. Many suffragettes were still in prison or recovering from
hunger strikes and force feeding at this point and therefore unable
to participate in any action. Furthermore, it may reﬂect a temporary
shift of focus within the WSPU leadership towards internal matters;
two key organisers were expelled at this time, an act which reﬂects
internal controversy and which also caused much controversy.
Internal conﬂict may also partly explain the dip in mid 1907.
In September of that year the breakaway WFL was formed, reﬂecting internal tensions that had been evident throughout the year.
The summer recess in Parliament is also a factor, however. The
early illegal activities of the suffragettes often focused upon parliament and could only be carried out when it was sitting. Finally,
the huge growth in public proﬁle and offers of support generated
by the activities in the ﬁrst spike, which must have taken the WSPU
by surprise and overwhelmed what was, at that time, a relatively
small organisation, may also partly explain the dip. The WSPU may
have struggled, initially, to cope with a large and sudden surge in
numbers.
What is not captured in Fig. 3 is a widely documented escalation in militancy (ibid.). Law breaking during t1 was restricted to the
disruption of (usually Liberal Party) political meetings, with technical assaults on police ofﬁcers sometimes included as a means
of assuring arrest (Holton, 1988; Van Wingerdon, 1999). In t2
attempts by (usually small) deputations, often embedded in larger
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Fig. 4. Bomb plots and arson attributable to the suffragettes, 1913–1914.

demonstrations, to break police lines and gain access to politicians
were added to the repertoire, as were physical attacks on certain politicians (ibid.). In t3 the suffragette’s repertoire extended to
include smashing windows of government buildings (though Mary
Leigh and Edith New were arrested for this as early as 1908, the former announcing in court that ‘it will be bombs next’) (Rosen, 1974).
And in t4 , window smashing extended to commercial properties
and was joined both by destruction of the contents of postboxes
(by ﬁre, acid or ink) and a ﬁrst wave of arson attacks on unoccupied
buildings. During t5 the strategy of causing criminal damage was
extended to works of art and sports facilities (Fowler, 1991; Kay,
2008). Theatres and religious services were disrupted (Mitchell,
1977; Smith, 1998). And there was an extensive campaign of arson
and bomb planting (Bearman, 2005; Rosen, 1974; see Fig. 4). Earlier methods (including legal methods) were not abandoned as new
ones were introduced. Moreover, many non-militant SMOs maintained a campaign of legal protest throughout 1906–1914. The
militants were clearly upping the ante at each successive phase
between t1 and t5 , however.
Although there had been rumours of an assassination attempt
on Prime Minister Asquith as early as t2 (recently released archive
documents include surveillance reports of WFL members practicing
with handguns) and though politicians were sometimes physically assaulted, most of the damage was deliberately targeted on
property only. However, this has not prevented some from arguing, controversially, that the suffragettes became ‘terrorists’ in
1913–1914 (Bearman, 2007a; Monoghan, 2000).
Also missing from Fig. 3 is any indication of the number of
court cases (as opposed to the number of suffragettes tried) in each
period. As Fig. 5 indicates, the number of individual court cases
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Fig. 5. Court sessions involving suffragettes.

t5

increases considerably during t5 . Illegal action was proliferating as
well as escalating during t5 .
The covertness of the suffragettes is more difﬁcult to pin
down. They had used various techniques of covert operation, from
pseudonyms, through codes and ciphers to disguise, from very early
in their history. And like all social actors they sought to control the
ﬂow of information regarding their activities for strategic purposes
(Simmel, 1906; Goffman, 1959, 1969). Deputations were more
effective and meetings more easily disrupted, for example, when
they took targets by surprise, a condition which required more
effort and better counter-surveillance practices as police intervention intensiﬁed and became more pro-active. Likewise, activists
wanted to be portrayed in a certain light to maximise the symbolic
impact of their actions and needed to control information ﬂow to
achieve this (Mitchell, 1977). However, as noted above, there was a
step change in covertness in t5 which provides us with the opportunity to test the idea of the secrecy-efﬁciency trade off. It had two
aspects.
Firstly, having acted with the intention of being arrested and
imprisoned during t1–4 , often waiting at the scene for police to
arrive, in t5 suffragettes more often sought to evade arrest (Raeburn,
1973; Rosen, 1974). The reason for this shift, presumably, was that
some were now committing offences carrying longer prison sentences whose costs to both individual and movement outweighed
their symbolic beneﬁts. The arrest, imprisonment, hunger strikes
and force feeding of often very ‘respectable’ women generated considerable support, both material and symbolic, for the suffragettes.
Rosen (1974), for example, shows how both donations to the WSPU
and new memberships grew enormously following each of the ﬁrst
three moments of escalation. These beneﬁts would have been outweighed, however, as sentences lengthened. Prison was a traumatic
experience for many, particularly where hunger striking and force
feeding were involved. Furthermore, many women had commitments and responsibilities in other (e.g. family) networks outside
of the suffragette movement, which could not easily endure prolonged absence. And the movement too needed to keep committed
activists in circulation. It needed protest on the streets if political
pressure was to be maintained. A more covert approach therefore
made sense at this point.
The second factor inducing an increase in covertness was the
introduction of the 1913 Prisoner’s (Temporary Discharge for IllHealth) Act, popularly known as the ‘Cat and Mouse Act’. This act
allowed for hunger striking suffragettes to be temporarily released
on licence until they were well enough to be re-arrested and
returned to prison to complete their sentences; a process which
critics likened to the way in which cats release injured prey only
to leap on them again before they fully escape. The purpose of
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the act was to prevent any deaths in custody, which would have
threatened the legitimacy of the government’s stance, and it was
believed that suffragettes would be both too weak to participate in
protest when released and then easily re-arrested when recovered.
In practice, however, some suffragettes sought to evade re-arrest,
effectively going underground and on the run, whilst others became
sufﬁciently well-versed in counter-surveillance to remain active
without alerting those charged with observing them. One account,
for example, relates how a suffragette swapped clothes with a male
visitor to her house (where she was under house-arrest), leaving
arm in arm with the man’s wife, unnoticed and heading straight for
a meeting, right under her police observer’s nose (Raeburn, 1973).
The 1913 act was a ‘cat and mouse’ act in more ways than one.
Whilst we do not believe that ‘covertness’ is a uni-dimensional
or discrete property and whilst we would emphasise that by no
means every suffragette arrested in t5 was an arsonist or fugitive
‘mouse’, therefore, there was a clear change in strategy in t5 which
not only made the suffragettes ‘more covert’ but brought them into
conformity with the deﬁnition of CSMNs suggested earlier. Illegal
actions were planned in secrecy during t5 and those involved in them
sought to remain anonymous to all but a select few both before and
after their execution. This affords us an opportunity to explore the
impact of covertness upon network structure and more speciﬁcally
to test ideas suggested in the secrecy-efﬁciency literature reviewed
above. We can compare network structure at t5 with network structure during the preceding four phases. There are limitations to the
data, however.
Firstly, most members of our sample were only in court on one
occasion and only a very small proportion were in court on more
than four occasions. Consequently, the set of actors for each of our
periods is different. Only one activist was active in all ﬁve phases
compared to 1003 (83%) who were active in one period only. Of
course activists may have been involved in other, legal suffragette
activity both before and after their involvement in illegal activity
but we have no record of this and must be mindful of turnover in
our analysis.
Secondly, our data for t5 are different from t1–4 in the respect
that suffragettes in this latter period were often seeking to avoid
arrest. We can be conﬁdent for phases t1–4 that our data capture the
majority of activists involved in illegal activity because the purpose of breaking the law was to generate a court case. This may
apply to some acts/actors in t5 but it does not apply to all of them.
However, it does appear from the wider literature that suffragettes
arrested for arson and bomb offences during t5 were often arrested
at or close to the scene, such that the circumstances of their arrest
were similar to those for periods t1–4 (Raeburn, 1973; Rosen, 1974;
Bearman, 2007a,b).
Thirdly, in all cases we only have data regarding those involved
directly in law breaking itself, not those who might have aided,
directed or supported them. This applies equally across the time
periods and, in that respect, does not prevent us from making meaningful comparisons but we should be mindful of it when seeking to
draw conclusions. Suffragette historians disagree about the extent
to which militants acted ‘under orders’ (Bearman, 2007b; Purvis,
2002) but it is clear that in some cases they did and that those who
gave the orders were not arrested – or at least were not arrested in
the same operation as those whom they ordered – and so would not
ﬁgure alongside their ‘foot soldiers’ in the data even if, technically,
they belong to the same action set. Furthermore, there is historical evidence of networks whose members supported and helped
those involved in illegal actions without being involved in those
same actions themselves and thus not necessarily featuring in our
courtroom data (Raeburn, 1973; Van Wingerdon, 1999). There was,
for example, a network of safe-houses for suffragettes on the run,
and places where those weakened by hunger striking could recover
(Raeburn, 1973).

Finally, we are only looking at one tie-type (action ties) within
a multiplex network. Action ties are very important. They directly
support the activist at their moment of maximum vulnerability and
there is good evidence to suggest that this often generated a special bond between suffragettes; many co-participants became very
good friends and enjoyed a strong sense of identiﬁcation and esprit
de corps (Crawford, 2005; Purvis, 1995, 2000; Stanley and Morley,
1988). However, what we ﬁnd with respect to these ties may be
very different from what we would have found if we were able to
map money/authority ﬂows, friendship, etc.
These limits are signiﬁcant and require that we qualify any conclusions we arrive at. However, they do not completely negate the
value of the data so long as we are mindful of them. Furthermore,
data on covert networks are always likely to be beset by such limitations, given the efforts of network members to keep their identities,
activities and ties secret. What we have is a good enough basis upon
which to begin to test and explore the ideas advanced by advocates
of the secrecy/efﬁciency trade off.
It is important to reiterate, moreover, that the research process
involved extensive investigation of the existing secondary literature and, indeed, of a wide number of further archival sources
including diaries, letters and police reports.9 Whilst this additional
work does not allow us to correct any of the ﬂaws in our data it has
informed our handling and interpretation of it in a manner which
we believe to have been beneﬁcial.
5. Hypotheses
A key claim of the trade off theory, discussed above, is that the
desire of individual actors to maximise their security will motivate
them to minimise their activist ties, such that covert networks are
characterised by low density. This claim is problematic for a number
of reasons, not least because density is sensitive to the order of a
network. However, an effort to minimise ties should also lead to a
lower average degree, and this is not affected by the order of the
network. Therefore we hypothesise that:
H1.

Average degree at t5 will be lower than at t1–4 .

A further extension of this argument, advanced by advocates of
the trade off theory, is that organisers and leaders will seek to avoid
becoming network hubs. We therefore expect that:
H2.

Degree centralisation at t5 will be lower than at t1–4 .

Appearing to challenge this, as noted, other researchers argue
that high risk and covert activities require trust, solidarity and the
maintenance of oppositional framings and incentive structures, all
of which are more likely to emerge and ﬂourish in dense networks
(e.g. Coleman, 1988). This argument does not necessarily imply that
(global) network density and average degree will increase at t5 and
is compatible with a drop in both if we ﬁnd evidence of dense clusters at the local level, such as is suggested in arguments regarding
‘cell structure’. We therefore hypothesise that:
H3.

t5 is characterised by dense localised clusters (akin to cells).

In more direct opposition to trade off theory, however, we
observed that some researchers, whilst agreeing that covert networks tend to have a low density, predict high degree centralisation
in covert networks (Lindelauf et al., 2009). They argue that the
demand for security and secrecy motivates network members to
keep path lengths short, because each edge (qua transaction) is
a point of vulnerability within a network. If density is low, they
continue, this requires that some actors assume a centralised hub

9
We also gathered other network data sets which are not discussed here as they
are not relevant (e.g. Edwards and Crossley, 2009; Edwards, forthcoming).
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position. This suggests a hypothesis which effectively inverts H2,
suggesting that degree centralisation will be higher at t5 . It may
also be tested independently, however:
H4. Average path lengths between reachable pairs will be shorter
at t5 than at t1–4 .
Finally, we will consider Erikson’s (1981) claim that, for reasons of security, covert networks recruit disproportionately from
amongst pre-existing ties. Assuming that activists would have
exhausted that recruitment pool by 1913, we predict that:
H5. The number of new entrants to the network will drop at t5
because the network will be increasingly closed to new comers.
and
H6. The number of newly formed ties in the network will drop
at t5 because activists will only work with those whom they have
worked with before and thus know and trust.
6. Results
We see in Table 1 that mean degree and degree centralisation (as
well as density) drop considerably in t5 , whilst average path length
between reachable pairs rises. This pattern is repeated within the
main component for each phase and t5 is further distinguished in
this respect because its main component involves a much smaller
proportion of its order. H1 and H2 are supported, therefore, and H4
is challenged. Our data support the claim that covertness tends to
encourage decentralisation and reduction of active ties.
In an effort to test these ﬁndings further we identiﬁed those
activists (n = 75) who were in court both during t5 and at some
point between t1 and t4 , comparing their ties for t5 to those for
t1–4 (Table 2). The pattern is the same. Average degree and degree
centralisation both drop (along with density). Average path length
between reachable pairs did not grow in this case but that is because
the network in t5 comprises multiple small components, each with
only a few members and, consequently, short path lengths.
Again then, H1 and H2 are supported. We should remain mindful
of the limitations of our data here and, in particular, of the fact
that: (1) we only have data regarding one tie type; (2) we only
have data regarding suffragettes who were tried for illegal protest
activity and; (3) attempts to avoid arrest were greater at this period.
However, our ﬁndings offer some support for the claim that the
demand for secrecy tends to encourage both decentralisation and
a limiting of the number of active ties in a network.
Table 1 also points to a proliferation of isolates, dyads and components at t5 . The network is not only becoming more sparse and
decentralised. It is dividing into components. Action sets are no
longer overlapping. The growth in the number of isolates challenges
H3. 16% of those tried in this period were tried alone, a substantial
increase on previous periods. However, this may reﬂect the shift in
suffragette tactics towards evasion of the police and avoidance of
arrest. Members of covert action sets may have been arrested alone
even if they did not act alone, whereas previously all members of
an action set would have been arrested together. Furthermore, 16%
is not a huge number and, as the graph in Fig. 6 illustrates, the
84% who were not isolates tended to form small, sometimes interlocking clusters, not unlike one type10 of ‘cell structure’. This offers
some support to H3.
The localised density suggested in Fig. 6 is conﬁrmed by the
clustering, weighted clustering and transitivity co-efﬁcients for t5
(0.932, 0.907 and 76.52%, respectively (isolates removed)). These
ﬁgures must be treated with caution. Our network is derived from

10

There are several possible cell structures. See footnote 5.

Fig. 6. Court appearance network at t5 , minus isolates.

a two-mode incidence matrix such that clustering is to be expected.
It is an artefact of our method. However, given that we linked
activists on the basis of their co-participation in high risk activities, there is good reason to suppose that our clusters are genuinely
cohesive groupings and thus that density is high at the local level.
Furthermore, the mean size of action sets drops signiﬁcantly at t5 ,
even when isolates are removed, allowing for the possibility that
actors developed strong ties with all of their co-participants. This
is compatible with and lends some support to H3.
As they became more militant and more covert suffragettes
operated in smaller, largely unconnected action sets. This reduced
the global density of their network whilst preserving localised density in individual components. This is consistent with the basic
constituents of a ‘cell structure’, although we do not have a neat
cell structure, by any means, nor is there any suggestion that the
suffragettes deliberately sought to implement one. It also resonates
very strongly with the idea of ‘leaderless resistance’. Distinct action
sets appear now to be acting independently of one another. These
ﬁndings are also consistent with claims regarding the importance
of (local) density and closure in high risk and extreme activism (e.g.
Coleman, 1988, 1990).
It may be argued that the proliferation of components at t5 is
as much an effect of a crisis of leadership within the WSPU as
of any increased desire for covertness. The organisation folded in
1914 (14 years before women were granted a vote on the same
terms as men), ostensibly in response to the start of the First World
War but following a period in which key organisational ﬁgures had
been ‘purged’, resulting in losses of both organisational capacity
and grassroots legitimacy. The lack of connection between action
sets may therefore be a consequence of the fact that action was
no longer being coordinated effectively from above. Even if this is
so, however, the pattern remains consistent with the claim that
network members seek to minimise ties when issues of secrecy
and security come to the fore and we know from archival research
(e.g. Raeburn, 1973) that activists were increasingly drawing upon
covert and counter-surveillance repertoires at this point.
Again our ﬁndings must be qualiﬁed by reference to the methodological limitations of the study. It is also possible that the
proliferation of components is more apparent than real, reﬂecting the fact, for example, that more suffragettes escaped detection
during t5 . There is nothing in our data which appear to refute arguments regarding cell structures and leaderless resistance, however,
and much that is consistent with it.
Turning ﬁnally to the role of pre-existing ties, neither H5 nor H6
is supported. 77% of those tried in t5 were tried for the ﬁrst time
during that period, a ﬁgure which is lower than for t1 and t2 but
slightly higher than for t3 and t4 (Table 3). A similar number of new
people were entering the network at this time, therefore. To test
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Table 1
Basic network measures, t1–5 .

Order (i.e. number of nodes)
Components with order > 2
Components with order = 2
Isolates
Density
Mean path length between reachable pairs
Mean degree (SD)
Degree centralisation (%)
Order of main component (% of total order)
Density of main component
Degree centralisation of main component

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

Whole period

149
1
0
4
0.39
1.73
58 (27)
47.66
145 (97)
0.42
47.86

404
3
3
12
0.14
2.28
57 (52)
34.23
367 (91)
0.17
36.22

175
1
0
8
0.53
1.46
92 (42)
34.53
167 (95)
0.58
33.54

434
3
3
19
0.09
2.4
40 (29)
22.7
402 (93)
0.11
23.82

328
14
14
52
0.03
3.57
9 (11)
14.05
169 (52)
0.09
23.59

1213
9
11
63
0.05
2.5
56 (57)
29.05
1090 (90)
0.06
31.78

Table 2
t5 nodes with and without previous involvement.
t5 nodes with t1–4 involvement

Order
Components > 2
Isolates
Dyads
Density
Mean degree (SD)
Degree centralisation (%)
Order of main component (% of total order)

t5 nodes with no prior involvement

t1–4 ties

t5 ties

t5 ties

75
2
5
0
0.13
10 (8)
31%
66 (88%)

75
5
26
6
0.04
3.28
16%
21 (28%)

256
18
50
11
0.03
7.359
9%
57 (22)

Table 3
New nodes and ties.
All nodes active in stated period
% of nodes new to
campaign
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5

100
94
72
71
77

Nodes active in stated period and with previous involvement
% of ties at each time
point not observed
previously

Order

% of ties observed in
earlier waves but not in
current wave

% of ties at each time
point not observed
previously

100
99.9
96.9
96.9
98.8

n/a
26
50
126
75

n/a
91
41
89
95

n/a
48
84
70
86

for new ties we identiﬁed the number of ties at t5 between parties
who had not previously appeared in court together, comparing this
measure of new ties with the same measure for each preceding
period. The proportions are consistently high across all periods, and
no less so for t5 . Contrary to H6, as many new action ties were
formed in t5 as in each of the preceding phases.
To test whether new ties were accounted for by new network
members, with established activists perhaps electing to work disproportionately with those they had worked with before (a ﬁnding
which would lend some support to the idea of pre-existing ties),
we identiﬁed, for periods t2–5 , all of those active in a period who
had also been active in a prior period, comparing their ties from
previous periods to their ties in the current period (Table 3). The
analysis suggests that a large proportion of the ties an activist has
in any given period are new to that period. And this is no less true
of t5 . Again this conﬂicts with our hypotheses regarding new tie
formation.
Furthermore, of the 52 isolates in t5 only 26 (50%) are newcomers, when newcomers actually make up 77% of the nodes in the
network. In effect, the odds of being an isolate increase for those
who have been active previously (odds ratio = 3.37). We could speculate on the reasons for this. Perhaps more experienced activists
have the conﬁdence to act alone. Perhaps newcomers only become
involved because they have been recruited into teams. And we do
not know what other types of tie are in play here. However, our data
appear to refute H5 and H6. Our network was no more dependent

upon either pre-existing nodes or pre-existing ties at t5 than in any
period prior to it.
As with all of our ﬁndings we must qualify these claims by reference to the limitations of the data. We only know of the arrests
of the activists in our sample and therefore do not know how new
our ‘newcomers’ were to the movement as a whole or indeed what
ties they and the members of our ‘old guard’ enjoyed other than
that of co-participants in particular militant actions. However, the
evidence we have challenges claims regarding the importance of
pre-existing ties.
7. Concluding discussion
In this paper we have derived and tested a number of hypotheses drawn from on-going debates regarding the structure of covert
social networks, using data on the UK suffragettes. We identiﬁed theoretical and methodological problems with the idea that
activists trade efﬁciency for secrecy and that this generates networks which are sparse and degree decentralised. However, our
data offer support for that those claims. Average degree dropped in
suffragette action networks and these networks became less degree
centralised as they became more covert.
Competing claims regarding the importance of network cohesion were not thereby completely rejected, however. We suggested
that a drop in global density does not necessarily preclude localised
density, and an analysis of transitivity and clustering in our most
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covert network bore this out. Although there was an increase in the
number of isolates when our network became covert, those nodes
which were not isolates tended to form small, dense clusters.
We have indicated that this clustering is of relevance to debates
on cell structure in covert networks. However, we emphasise that
our clusters were in many instances independent components and,
as such, do not correspond to either the hierarchical cell structure
introduced by PIRA in the 1970s (Maloney, 2002), which involved
each cell receiving commands from the centre, nor the overlapping
afﬁnity groups favoured by anarchists. Insofar as our t5 network
manifests a cell structure it is of the atomised variety described in
the literature on ‘leaderless resistance’ (Sageman, 2008).
These are important conclusions but they must be regarded with
caution. The networks analysed in this paper focus upon one tie
type only within a movement whose constitutive ties were multiplex. The ties that we have looked at are important, involving,
as they do, co-participation in ‘high risk’ operations. But the picture we have painted may look different if other ties were taken
into consideration. Furthermore, examining court data affords us
only a partial glimpse into a covert world and its constitutive networks. We know from historical sources of other activities and
networks involved in the covert activity of the suffragettes that
we have not captured here and do not have the data to capture. We
know that suffragettes operated safe houses, for example, and we
have many fragments of evidence regarding the help that those on
the run received from their comrades. The evidence that we have
at least allows us a glimpse of the effect of an increase in level of
covertness upon network structure, however, which future work
will hopefully build upon.
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